
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE

MULTI-VECTOR ANALYSIS

OFFLINE ACCESS

RANSOMWARE DETECTION

Continuous machine learning on massive 
structured and unstructured data sets.

Protects devices from ransomware, the #1
cyber security threat of 2017.

Protects against malicious PE files, non-PE
files, APK files and websites.

Malware detection is done via static and
dynamic analysis.

Works completely offline without the need
for a network connection.

EASY INTEGRATION

Small SDK consumes a very limited amount
of system resources.

Trustlook SECURE  Core provides an additional layer of protection for network appliance makers 
and cloud service providers. Using industry-leading, artificial-intelligence powered scanning of 
traffic, files, and applications, Trustlook SECURE   Core provides protection against viruses, trojans, 
ransomware, and spyware. Threats are blocked in real-time, eliminating the cost and disruption 
associated with tackling threats after they’ve penetrated the network. 

SECURE    coreai

Embedded Network Security Powered by Artificial Intelligence

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
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To learn more, please contact bd@trustlook.com



Ransomware has been identified as the biggest cyber threat of 
2017 by the U.S. Department of Justice, and is expected to 
cost businesses and individuals millions in the coming years. 
SECURE  Core has a built-in feature to protect against the 
ransomware invasion. This feature is  and smart  accurate fast  , , ,
and tackles ransomware head-on, before it can become a 
problem.

Secure    Core Defeats Ransomware

Proprietary AI engine learns
and adapts to block new
threats before files and data
are encrypted.

Industry leading ransomware
detection rate of 99.1%, with
only 1% false positives.

Real-time processing of dozens
of files per second, without
weighing down the network.

Trustlook Stops WannaCry 
Ransomware
 
Trustlook identifies 49 WannaCry malware samples 
and begins to develop a detection tool.

Trustlook publishes both a scanner and vaccine 
toolkit on GitHub. The vaccine prevents un-
harmed computers from getting infected by 
WannaCry. By this time, more than 230,000 
computers in 150 countries have been infected.

The WannaCry outbreak begins, attacking 
companies and organizations in Europe, including 

sixteen National Health Service facilities.

Trustlook releases a scanner to detect the initial
batch of WannaCry samples, and also begins

work on a vaccine.

Thousands of consumers and system
administrators download Trustlook’s WannaCry

toolkit.

By this point, most organizations have applied
updates, and the spread of the WannaCry

ransomware slows to a trickle. 

Trustlook collects 386 additional WannaCry 
malware samples and incorporates them into 
their tool. 
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Before it Makes News

Variants of the WannaCry virus continue to emerge. One such variant is named Petya. This 
ransomware strain was discovered in June 2017, and while not as financially destructive as 
WannaCry, has caused significant damage by wiping files and data from infected computers. 
More significantly, Petya used the same EternalBlue exploit as WannaCry, leading experts to 
believe it was a copycat, and causing fear that more attacks are on the way.

Did WannaCry inspire Petya?

SMART ACCURATE FAST
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